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logistics activities [5]. Process mmmg analysis has been
carried away in the container terminal process to measure
Dwell-time performance [6].

Abstract- The process mining approach typically requires
a structured format of an event log. In the practical fact, the
structured format of the event log is not always directly
available in the database information systems. For the evident
needs of process mining at container terminals at the modern
port. Then the historical data can be methodically taken from
the audit trail data plus related event data. The historical data
of a life-cycle process are driven by question. However, the audit
trail data are typically provided in the standard form of a flat
table. Each continuous row invariably contains a data event that
has in common the essential characteristics of timestamp
attributes as a specific form of possible activity. Therefore, this
empirical research proposes a possible method to extract audit
trail data terminal operating systems (EXT OS). The extraction
result is proved by structured formalization of event logs. The
practical implementation of this extraction method was made
after observing four port case studies in eastern Indonesia. The
event data extraction results have been proven in one modern
port to measure import dwell-time container process
performance indicators..

Dwell-time is one of the several standard benchmark
comparison between the port container terminals and the
modem standard for objectively measuring the operational
performance, How does a container dwell-time calculate?
There are typically two possible kinds of container dwell time:
loading and unloading [5]. Dwell time of loading is precisely
the elevated span of a container from the terminal entrance
gate to cautiously enter the chosen vessel. Dwell-time of
unloading is precisely the elevated span of a container starting
from the vessel to the gate terminal exit. That's why it needs
an event log for the life-cycle of the container coming and
going out of the port.
Like many other systems in complex logistics and
dependent production, container terminals are characterized
by complex, dynamic and uncertain processes [7]. Possible
activities are highly dependent on each other [8]. Evrim
Ursavas proposed a decision support system for optimizing
local operations on the quayside of a container terminal [9].
Yin and Khoo utilized a distributed agent system to determine
the planning and scheduling of dynamic ports [10]. Hee-jung
YEO and other academic researchers found that the modem
facilities and needed services of a terrninallevel are positively
associated with the port performance [11-13]. The import
container is mentioned in [14] that time is genuinely needed
in the order of the process supply chain in the port. It's
completely that this published paper provides container ideas
that are only stacked in the stacking area. It is obvious that the
service factor is also very significant variables, whereas the
considerable size of the container terminals scale itself is not
a guarantee by systematic enhancement of their performance
reviews.

Keywords- Process mining, extract data, event log, terminal
operating system (TOS), dwell-time container, cross-organization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, a process model can be displayed properly
using process mining techniques [1]. The meaningful result of
process models describes the historical reality of identifiable
events. Process models can be accurately used for
comprehensive analysis and verification business processes.
To properly monitor a marked passage of the continuous
processes in the automated information system, each historical
event is typically recorded in the transaction log or audit trail
[2]. Process mining is impossible without proper event logs.
Process mining has become aware a hot research area
discussed in recent years [1,3,4]. It became interesting,
because its technical ability to instantly discover, monitor and
meaningfully improve real processes. Process mining is
scientifically a academic discipline of computational
intelligence and data mining on one hand, modeling and
comprehensive analysis of a complex process on the other
hand side. The process model is compared by checking
deviation between the possible model and the event log. The
practical ability of process model may positively enhance the
business processes.

The specific objective of a terminal operating system, or
TOS, is typically to reliably provide a comprehensive set of
computerized procedures to carefully manage containers,
portable machines and competent people within the facility to
enable a seamless link to efficiently and effectively manage
the facility. The possible selection of the modem terminal's
operating system technology has become critical to economic
decision-making at the port container terminal [15].
Container port or modem terminal is powerfully
influenced by the operational efficiency of human resources,
management team, needed infrastructure, equipment and so
forth. Maximal effort on the appropriate level of traffic
depends on the operational and technical characteristics ofthe
terminal. Many principal parts involved in the process to
decide the port operations. Accurately measuring the dwell-

The business process in the port container terminals is a
process that all activities are concentrated to serve loading and
unloading of containers on the vessel. These containers are
unloaded and loaded with high priority. Consequently, the
demanding process of loading and unloading of containers at
the terminal requires urgency as it critically affects other
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time at the modem port involved more than one official
organization. Therefore, process mining should be able to
accurately model the inter-organizational processes [16].

III.

Definitions A and B are present the formal definition,
which obtain a necessary requirement to scientifically prove a
tree structure of the event log. The tree structure of event log
means a historical process typically consisting of cases. A case
typically consists of events such that each event relates to
precisely one case. Events within a case are ordered. Events
contain attributes as examples of typical names are activity,
time, and resource.

Some published papers explained the process mining of
logistics at the port [17] and extraction of data source event
log [4,18,19]. A comprehensive methodology is also proposed
for applying process mining in complex logistics [17]. Wang
described an extraction of data from logistic information
systems, but did not explain in detail how to perform the
extraction of data to be in a structured format ofthe event logs.
Joost Buijs in his master's thesis [18], performed a mapping of
relational database information system to produce the class
structure of the event log for the specific need of process
mining.

In this research, the formalization of structured event log
follows to the method of van der Aalst [1]. To be clear the
definition of events and attributes we may associate to the
activities of the port terminal.

However, the source data is not always in a standard form.

It is not possible to automatically be converted into the event

Definition A. Event, attribute: Let IE be the event of a port
terminal, i.e., the set of all possible event identifiers at a port
terminal. Events may be characterized by various attributes,
e.g., an event to move and stack a container may have a
timestamp, correspond to an activity in the yard storage area,
is executed by a particular person or group. Events that are
associated to containers are retrieved and loaded onto a truck,
and transported out of the yard storage area and loaded into
the vessel, etc.

log structure . Also associated with the practical knowledge to
be carefully extracted, the necessary harmony between the
intellectual intuition of process mining analyst and assisted
database administrator is significant. Leoni and his academic
colleagues [4], showed the alignment tool when connecting
the observed behavior with the specific behavior being
accurately modeled. Alignment is performed by (i) cleaning
event log to change the trace used for further analysis, (ii) the
diagnosis of event logs to check for conformance, (iii)
repairing event logs to ensure that the restrictions are
necessary to be proved before it is analyzed ..

Let AN be a set of attribute names. For any event e E
IE and name n E AN:
#n(e) is the value of attribute n for event e; and #n(e) =.L
(null value) if event e does not have an attribute named n.
For convenience, this paper follows the definition from
van der Aalst. It is assumed the following standard attributes.
#activity(e) is the activity associated to event e.
#time (e) is the timestamp of event e. The timestamps should
be non descending in the event log.
# resource(e) is the resource associated to event e.

As a preliminary study of process mining at the port, we
have started to conduct a preliminary study on the specific
time interval multi-organizational workflow at the port [20].
In this research, we implement a method that shows how to
extract data from event logs within a port terminal operating
system. This academic paper is divided into seven sub-themes.
Chapter one contains a preliminary study ofprocess mining at
the modem port. Chapter two provides the motivation and
valuable contribution ofempirical research for data extraction.
Chapter three contains a formalization of the complex
structure of event log. Chapter four proposes the practical
method of carefully extracting the event log. Chapter five of
this method was reasonably made after direct observations
from four port case studies in eastern Indonesia and applied to
one of the modem ports. Chapter six properly discusses the
practical results of the extraction. Chapter seven is a
conclusion and further work.
II.

FORMALIZATION OF STRUCTURED EVENT LOGS

It is assumed a domain 11', i.e., #time(e) E 11' for anye E
IE. In most situations, activities take time . Therefore, events
may point out for example the start or completion ofactivities.
(1)

Definition B. Case, trace, event log: Let ([ be the case at
port container terminal, i.e., the set of all possible case
identifiers at a port container terminal. Cases like events, have
attributes.
Let AN be a set of attribute names. For any event c E ([
and name n E AN :

MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION

The extraction process represents an inseparable part of
the process mining itself. Ifthere is typically an possible error
in the extraction of the historical data, it will typically cause
an error in the process mining analysis [18]. Moreover, this
empirical research proposes a practical method to extract audit
trail data of a terminal operating system (EXTOS).

#n(c) is the value of attribute n for case c; and
(2)
#n(c) =.L (null value) if case c does not have an attribute
named n.
(3)

Each case has a special mandatory attribute trace:
#trace(c) E IE' , it is assumed # trace(c) (
in a log contain at least one event; and

The motivation and contribution of this paper are:
To adequately explain preprocessing that has been done
to measure the key performance of container terminal
ports by the published author [6].
It carefully extracts audit trail data of the terminal
operating system (EXTOS) to generate structured event
logs.
It properly selects a process instance of dwell time of
unloading containers at port container terminal.

), i.e., traces

e = #trace(c) is shorthand for referring to the trace of a

case.

(4)

A trace is a finite sequence of events (J E IE' such that
event appears only once, i.e., for 1 ::5 i <j ::51(J1: (J(i)
(JO).
(5)

"*
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An event log is a set of cases L !; <C such that each event
appears at most once in the entire log, i.e., for any Cv C2 E L
such that C1 =I=- C2: set ( C1) n set ( C2) = (I).
(6)

a

a

If an event log contains timestamps, then the ordering in a
trace should respect these timestamps, i.e., for any c E L , i
and j
such
that
1 s i <j s Icl: #time(c (i)) s
#time (c (j)).
(7)
{ # activity (e) ICE L /\ e
appearing in log L.

{

a

EIt ICE L

/\ a =

Ec} is the

set of all activities

#activity( c(l))

(8)

/\ a =

Fig 2. Detail Data extraction Framework

#activity}

(c(lcl))

The data extraction is described in Fig 2. There are several
steps that may only be done by a "process mining analyst" and
a "data administrator", which are marked by a gray box
(Figure 2: a, d, g). The other boxes may be done automatically
using computer applications. For the current study, the
extraction is processed using SQL Database. The following
are the steps of the extraction mentioned above:

is the set of all activities that served as start and end activity
for the same case .
(9)
IV.

EXTRACTION METHOD OF EVENT LOG

Terminal operating system, TOS, represent a system that
operates the existing processes in the modem port. For the
organizational need of data audit, the system stores a table
called the audit trail, then extract the audit trail in the event log
to produce structures. Event logs are generated in accordance
with the event data structure for the specific need of process
mining, namely life cycle process. Furthermore, the event log
that is in conformity with the structure converted into a
standard event log, i.e., a extensive file XES.

a.

Selecting process instance.
Determining a scope of the process is based on the flow
of a particular business process. Characterization of the
business process applies a life-cycle process from start to
finish, accordance with the definition (9). Each life-cycle is
called process instance.
b.

Identifying TIMESTAMPS columns.
After specifying the name of a process instance, the next
grouping column that contains TIMESTAMP is performed.
Usually, the form of a timestamp contains the timestamp of
doing an activity, accordance with the definition (1).

Database transaction applications do not automatically
make the event log, but typically keep a log data for audit
requirements Fig 1. Audit trail data is typically a
comprehensive database in flat files . Data log store various
transaction codes and the timestamp of the historical event.
But for the needs of "process mining" the data is driven based
on the question-driven, namely the process of the selected
instance, because it is possible that the audit trail data is not
enough so that additional incomplete data is needed.

Identifying the life-cycle of process instances.
Identifying life-cycle process instance is performed to
make a sequence the activity. The order ofactivity is identified
by the timestamp of the event. Therefore, sorting a process is
performed based on the timestamp column. The events are
then checked to determine the beginning and end of the
activity. Formally, this step is the same as the definitions (4)
and (5). We need to make sure this step, by comparing the
results of the previous step.
c.

question-driven

Data extraction
Selecti1eD',vell Time- ProCJ:'s~

Selecting

D'.,,~II

11 !>t Jt K E'

d.

Selecting a column case ID.
A case consists of events such that each event relates to
precisely one case. Case_ID is made to ensure that every event
in a process instance runs from start to end, according to the
definition (6). We need to make sure this step, by comparing
the results of the previous step.

I

TimeA:: ribut-e

Fig 1. Data Extra ction

e.

Inserting case_ID column in each beside TIMESTAMP
columns.
We put case_ID column next to each column of
TIMESTAMP. The goal is that every change in the order of
time, was involved in a process instance. That is, it is still
associated with the same case ID. This is consistent with the
definition (4).
-

To sort the log data into a sequence of processes, the log
data need to be changed to conform to structure of event log.
Therefore, when designing an event log based audit trail data
there are several steps that must be performed.

f.

Creating a column for ACTIVITIES column.
Among each group case_ID and TIMESTAMP column, it
is made ACTIVITIES column. We writte the activities can be
customized with the name of the column headings
TIMESTAMP. Typically, the TIMESTAMP column
headings are tailored to the activities undertaken. Column
group of activities overwritten with the TIMESTAMP column
headings. The purpose of this step is to create a group of
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activity columns based on events. In accordance with the
convenience # activity (e) is the activity associated with the
event e. This step by definition (7), that the order of a trace
can be based on events.

8
Write CASE ill
9
for j ~ 1 to max_attr, attr null do
ifattr = CASE_ill then
10
11
attr = attr + 1
12
else if attr = TD, attr null then
AKTIVITAS = TD /*an event label
13
TIMESTAMP = TD
14
Write AKTIVITAS, TIMESTAMP
15
attr = attr + I
16
17
while attr = DATA_attr, attr null do
DATA_attr = DATA_attr
18
Write DATA_attr
19
attr = attr + 1
20
end while
21
22
end if
23
end for j
24
baris = baris + 1
25 end fori

g.

Classifying each activity with the appropriate attributes.
The content of data log is not sequentially according to
the activity. Accordance with the definition (2) and (3), data
administrator assistance is needed. They can help to adjust
data to be extracted and grouped by activity data.

*

Adjusting the order of columns in accordance with the
structure of event log.
Each group of activities and attributes are arranged to form
the structure of the event log. Rows of columns are based on
the structure, i.e., case_ID, ACTIVITIES, TIMESTAMP, and
the corresponding attributes.
h.

In algorithm 2. The flat table is then changed to an event log
file. The event log file matches the standard structure for
extracting mining processes. Which can subsequently be
converted into XES format.

Indexing by case_ID.
The final step of extracting the audit trail data is to index
data based on case ID. This structure is the standard to
establish the event log. There are other stages to selecting and
filtering, namely to clean incomplete data. This step uses tools
PROM 1 this step is not discussed in this paper Thus, the
process mining is expected to be done next. All of these steps
are important because errors in the formation of the structure
event log will cause errors when going in verification and
analysis.
1.

V.

Algorithm 2: (Formation of event log CASEill,
TIMESTAMP,DATA_attr)
Input: Tabel Flat_02
Output: Event LogDl
I max_raw /* rawrecord */
2 label_event /* activity group */
3 DATA_attr /* attribute data correlated with activity */
4 col = I
5 for i ~ I to max_raw do
6
for j ~ I to col
7
CASE_ill = CASE_ill
8
write CASE_ill
9
AKTIVITAS = label_event
10
TIMESTAMP = timestamp
11
write AKTIVITAS, TIMESTAMP
12
k =4
13
while ( col = k, k = last) do
14
DATA- attr = DATA- attr
15
Write DATA attr
16
k =k + I
17
end while
18
col = col + I
19
end for
20
raw = raw + I
21 end for

CASE STUDY

In the case study, we extracted one of the four container
ports .. We show the table which is arranged vertically Table
1. The audit trail and additional data tables can be used to
measure the performance. Therefore, we use the method of
extracting the terminal operating system (EXTOS).
Table I. Flat log data
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Selecting process instance.
Process instance that is chosen represent a process of
unloading containers. Container unloading process is selected
to calculate dwelling time unloading of containers in the port
area. The process time starts from the container are unloaded
from the vessel and the ends of the container out of the port
gate .

nsc

DISC
m . ~I."J

a.

«5 .1;:>1)

H

To generalize the use of this method we create the following
algorithm:
In algorithms 1. Flat tables are grouped according to event
labels . Label events are names of certain infinite activities .
The output is still a flat table but already in groups.

b.

Identify TIMESTAMPS columns .

c.

Identifying the life-circle of process instance.
Based on the process of unloading container we carry out
identification and determine the dwell time process.

Algorithm I: (Grouping activities becomes an event label)
Input: Tabel Flat_01
Output: Tabel Flat_02
I max attr /* maximum attribute columns */
2 max_raw /* maximum raw */
3 TD /* TIMESTAMP or DATE */
4 DATA_attr /*attribute data correlated with activity*/
5
6 fori ~ I to maxraw do
7
CASE_ill = candidate Case ill /\ attributes TD

d.

Selecting a column case_ID
We select the column CONTAINER- KEY as case- ID.
The goal is to know the life-cycle process of unloading
container. CONTAINER_KEY column is made to keep the

*

1

ACTIVITIES,
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cycle of the process from start to finish in a process instance .
Make sure double-check with the previous step.

Table 2. Data event log
TI ME_ST ....MP

e.

Insert column case ID in each beside DATE column.
We insert and align the columns CONTAINER_KEY as
case_ID on any TIMESTAMP column. In the process of
unloading containers , CONTAINER_KEY as case_ID.

01:0 1:20 1408:57.5 1 S P r-..t•..'2 B454 BB

0 1:01:2014 10:06 56 S PNJ 2S4S486
01101.'20 1-4 11:07:30 S P NJ28-4S-488
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01101:20 14 10:02 43 S P N.J2545554
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Fig 4. Fragment ofan XES file
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In selecting process instance we have to identify the
business processes to be obtained from event data.
Determination of the selection process instance is critically
significant, because it determines the scope of data to be in the
extraction. In the database or large log data, assorted process
sequence spread in many tables and columns. For example,
process instances : unloading containers, inspection of goods
by customs, placement of containers in the yard, and others.
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DISCUSSION

This discussion describes the important things in the log
data extraction, i.e., selection process instance, determining
case_ill, specified the name criteria of an activity, addition of
attributes.
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Adjusting the order of the columns in accordance with
the tree structure of event log.
We need to categorize the activities and attributes , then
moved underneath to be merged. The columns are combined
in accordance with the tree structure of the event log. Sorted
as follows, case_ill, ACTIVITY, TIMESTAMP, and
attributes according to the group activities Fig 3.
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01:0 1:2014 00:01.46 S P r-.JJ28-4S955
OI:OI:201400:11:14S P NJ2 8-4S955

The next stage is to convert into XES format. XES
(eXtensible Event Stream) is a standard syntax for the
operationalization of the event log'. So that the file XES is
discovered for process mining. After the extraction of the
structured form event log, we use the disco' tool to convert the
file format into XES as shown in Fig 4 .

Classifying each activity with the appropriate attributes.
We need to complete the activity with the corresponding
attribute group. For example, the activity STACK_ equipped
with attributes: YARD_BLOCK, YARD_SLOT, YARD_
ROW, and YARD_TIER.

\\,

HT03

01101:2014 01:0 132 S P N.J2B45554
0 1101:20 1401:113<1 SPN.J2545554

g.

I I TI~

HT04

Q1:0 1:20 14 00 :59 24 '::P N_!2B454BB
01 :0 1:2 014 01:13 54 S P N_'2B454BB

Creating a column for ACTIVITIES column.
Create and insert an activity column between case_ID and
TIMESTAMP. Insert a column ACTIVITY between columns
CONTAINER- KEY and column DISC - DATE. Insert a
column ACTIVITY between columns CONTAINER KEY
and column LOAD DATE. Insert a column ACTIVITY
between columns CONTAINER KEY and column
STACK_DATE and so on. In this study the name of the
activity is not known, then the naming of activity adapted to
the DATE column name. For example, naming DISC_
derived from DISC_DATE column, LOAD_ derived from
LOAD_TIMESTAMP and so on. The purpose of the
adjustment of the event name, is when sorted by
CONTAINER KEY will be clustered based on the activities
performed.
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Discussion in term of determine case ID:
In the structure of the event log there is an item that is
referenced in any activity . We can instantly know the lifecycle of a process from a single case_ID. The case_ID is
typically to maintain that the item is produced from beginning
to properly complete.

Fig 3. Structure event logs

If we are wrong in accurately determining case_ID, then
we will find the potential error at the time of analysis . We
know there was a possible mistake when we do process
discovery. For example , if we choose CONTAINER_NO as
case_ID, we will find in a process instance two containers.
This is due to the fact, that the same container can be

i.

Indexing by case_ill
The last work of the framework is the sort by case_ID. In
the process of unloading containers, CONTAINER_KEY be
case ID in a case Table 2.

2
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repeatedly placed at same time. Therefore, the process of
unloading container using CONTAINER_KEY as case_ID.
Discussion in term of making activity name:

It could be possible that an audit trail log data Table1 as the
data did not mention the name of the event. Hence, the title of
the column that contains the timestamp can be used as the
name of the event. Usually the name of the column headings
represent the timestamp of events conducted. For example, the
column headings LOAD_DATE means LOAD events.

[4]

[5]

Discussion of additional attributes:
Each event has attributes of data. In the audit trail of data
Table1 attributes associated with related events. But the data in
the form of a data flat. Therefore, the data administrator is
required to classify the data. We take the selected timestamp
column and adjust any attributes associated with those events.
The same thing can be done to look for linkages events with
attributes.
VII.

[6]

[7]
[8]

CONCLUSION AND FuTIJRE WORK

Data extraction audit trails Terminal Operating Systems
EXTOS is absolutely necessary for the practical need of
process mining. The historic structure of the resulting event
log will be determined to discover process mining. The event
log is properly used to measure the performance of the dwell
time process of unloading containers (container import dwelltime [6]). Framework extraction is properly used to avoid
errors of analysis and verification [18]. Starting from the
selection process of data instances, with identifying the
activity and selection of the attributes is combined in
accordance with their respective activities.

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]

[13]

This empirical research is limited solely to the material
processes in the port terminal. For future extraction research it
is necessary to involve data messages from other
organizations involved in this import dwell-time process. The
import dwell-time process at the container terminal port
typically involves several official organizations.

[14]
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